
Q13 Please enter any other useful
comments regarding a possible Shore Drive

to Ocean Front bus service.  (SDCC
reserves the right to not share

inappropriate responses).
Answered: 162 Skipped: 223

# Responses Date

1 I would like to see service year-round so that citizens could access the board walk for all special events, i.e. the
Neptune Festival, holiday lights, etc.

7/14/2015 9:55 AM

2 1. Where are people going to park?? 2. There is plenty of illegal parking every weekend, why is that not patrolled
at the present time? (Kendall St). Your survey will not let you enter a zero, that is the actual amount of times I
would use the trolley.

7/6/2015 2:18 PM

3 Be open enough to entertain a "variable" schedule to keep the operational costs down. I.E. up the frequency (and
the price) in the evenings and reduce the frequency during low usage times.

7/6/2015 1:37 PM

4 Great idea! Cheaper than light rail! 7/6/2015 11:10 AM

5 Use of beachs requires at least weekly City cleaning in addition to great trash barrel clean up. 7/6/2015 10:06 AM

6 This would also help eliminate parking issues for the seasonal workers who work at the Oceanfront, or for other
special events such as Oceanfront concerts, larger events such as Sand Soccer, etc.

7/6/2015 8:40 AM

7 While I am concerned about the possibility of a north end bus line bringing more tourists to "our beach" . I feel it
would be a great asset to have the option to have affordable alternative trasportation down the shore dr, north
end corridor. I for one, would visit the shore drive area restaurants and bars if there was a bus...at this point I
don't ever go to shore drive, nor do my friends because of the risk of drinking and driving.

7/5/2015 12:09 AM

8 More and better public transportation is always welcome. 7/4/2015 6:52 PM

9 We need different types of areas in Va Beach.. This project will lead to too many people on the shore dive areas
and will eventually ruin the quiet feel of the neighborhoods. We have an excellent tourist area. We should not try
to make the whole city one big tourist center.

7/1/2015 2:36 PM

10 The bus service should encourage people to visit our new Pleasure House Point Virginia Beach Nature Center. If
residents are concerned about tourists using North End beaches, just don't have the buses stop there.

7/1/2015 9:22 AM

11 I feel this is a great idea as far as helping the area community citizens and residents, especially with the hassle of
so much traffic and parking. There should be cameras on the trolleys, possibly security resources. However, I
hope it doesn't cost us, tax payers and homeowners, an outrageous, expensive amount to create, implement and
maintain. We appreciate this survey and considerations!

7/1/2015 1:41 AM

12 This is a wonderful opportunity for folks to get to the boardwalk without issues. Saves ware and tear on the cars,
gas, and helps folks that don't like to drive in crowds get to the beach. Hopefully this will cut down on some of the
traffic at the oceanfront

6/30/2015 2:18 PM

13 Practical and progressive. Please proceed! 6/25/2015 9:41 PM

14 There are many fine eating spots on shore drive that maney people would love to visit and shops Drive,is,quieter
than the ocean front ehitch.manry tourest,would,appreciate when dining out

6/25/2015 3:58 PM

15 If this trolley system is instituted, I fully expect a dramatic increase in beach usage. Accordingly, I adamant in
saying that the City must clean the Bay Front and North End beaches several times a week. Currently, the Bay
Front Beaches have only been cleaned only twice that I am aware of in a year. The City does a great job of
emptying the trash barrels on almost a daily basis but has neglected the sifting of the beach sand of trash.

6/24/2015 1:01 PM

16 What a great way to access the Ocean front for Beach residents instead of parking along streets in
neighborhoods. Tourists could also access shore drive businesses. Would love to go down and have dinner and
a drink or attend entertainment venues and festivals without hassle of parking or fear of ticket. If we can do
anything to alleviate drunk driving on shore drive in summer we should do it.

6/23/2015 6:23 PM
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17 Many locals will not go to the commercial oceanfront area during the evenings because of the belligerent and
rude behavior.that commercial VB scene attracts these days. To offer a conduit for that behavior to the north end
residential neighborhoods is an invitation to trouble. Locals will be hesitant to use it for the same reasons.
Property values will fall.

6/23/2015 6:07 PM

18 Concern about making our Shore Drive Community(ies) into a tourist area rather than the residential area that it
is and should remain. Business may promote the idea; but I hope residents will realize the implications. Thanks.

6/22/2015 11:09 PM

19 Will it have bike racks? Will it be handicap accessible? 6/22/2015 10:49 AM

20 this seems to be a bad idea and should not be further explored. The Bay area is quite different from the Ocean
Front in that it is not a tourist destination but rather a community of neighborhoods.

6/21/2015 9:12 PM

21 Please do not implement this service. WE continue to spend money on public transportation at tax payor
expense to no avail. Stop the spending just for the sake of spending, please

6/21/2015 3:07 PM

22 Extending the bus service would adversely affect living conditions for residents of neighborhoods along/near
Shore Drive.

6/21/2015 2:46 PM

23 We think it's a great idea! It's a lot better & affordable than light rail. 6/21/2015 1:21 PM

24 Several things come to mind, 1-lack of public restrooms, if permanent facilities are provided then homeless will
increase like the oceanfront facilities, if port-a-johns are used then trash, maintenance, & unsightly conditions will
rise. The cost of clean-up will go up also. - If only one family decides that they like it better than the oceanfront -
will drive to the bayfront and impact the already horrible mess that the city ignores when it comes to parking on
the lawns, blocking drivingways & mail boxes, don't forget the dirty diapers, beer cans, and trash that most visitors
love to empty their cars before they leave. 3- We have an increase of visitors bike riders that impacted the local
facilities since the new bike lane was built just for them. 5- The city lowered the speed limits to Shore Dr. the only
major roadway in & out of the northend to 35mph, how much more congestion will it add, I truly feel I risk my life
when I try to cross Shore DR now. My question to the City “how much will the raise my taxes to pay for these
solutions of busing people to the bayfront.

6/21/2015 10:22 AM

25 This service will ruin the family atmosphere, probably bring more crime to the area. I would prefer the shore drive
beaches not become a resort area. Restaurants are very busy and they are just being greedy wanting more more
more. Restaurants are very busy during the season already.

6/20/2015 10:54 PM

26 Shore Drive is a residential not tourist area. The amenities are not there. ie public restrooms. The restaurants are
already full of patrons.

6/20/2015 6:14 PM

27 If the city wants to dump more people at our doorstep who walk thru our property, arguing with security, leaving
trash behind, jumping the back fence and running through the sand dunes, etc - then the city needs to buy us a
gate to prevent trespassing - it's already a huge problem in the summer without busing more people here.

6/20/2015 2:04 PM

28 I strongly oppose having a bus stop at the Lynnhaven Colony. I'm very concerned that bus loads of
tourists/strangers milling about our neighborhood increase crime, trash and volume of people that the area cannot
support. As it is I have to wait in line to get into my neighborhood during due to the popularity of Chicks and
Bubba restaurants and deal with public intoxication issues. Would city services such as policing and trash
increase accordingly? Which beach access points would be encouraged for the tourist? Hopefully just at the state
park, and city marina/boat ramp. Pleasee be mindful of the business of this area as it is. I'm still waiting for 20
years for sidewalks, biking, green space.... There is much more improvements needed for residents between
Lesner Bridge and Great Neck before dealing with hundreds of guests.

6/20/2015 1:24 PM

29 I have wanted a program like this for many years. I've always thought that the route should be a square. Travel
Shore Drive to Atlantic Avenue to Laskin Road to Great Neck Road resulting in a loop. This would definitely cut
down on drunk driving and increase local business to all aspects of the route!

6/20/2015 12:10 PM

30 I think this is a GREAT idea! I think it would get much more use than light rail and would cost so much less. I
rarely go to the oceanfront now, but I would go if I didn't have to worry about parking. Great for young people
when going to local nightspots.

6/20/2015 10:19 AM

31 As development increases along shore drive this will help to eleviate the increase in traffic congestion. This will
also assists tourists, who have rented properties along shore drive, to visit the beach front and Boardwalk.

6/20/2015 9:14 AM

32 oceanfront os not where shore drive needs reliable fast service. Need rapid transit to town center, city hall and
downtown norfolk.

6/19/2015 11:49 PM

33 I like the idea For drining at the beach, going to attractions/listen to bands, & no parking. I just don't want the
increase of people in our neighborhoods.

6/19/2015 11:35 PM
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34 You'll never know unless you try it. 6/19/2015 4:59 PM

35 I am an over 65 adult who would use it to get to special events at the oceanfront and also my out of town
company would use it for beaches in addition to Shore Dr beaches.

6/19/2015 4:08 PM

36 THE TROLLY/BUS IS THE BEST ANSWER i HAVE HEARD TO SPENDING MILLIONS ON LIGHT RAIL. PAVE
THE RIGHT AWAY TO THE BEACH AND PUT TROLLY'S ON IT. MY VOTE, IF ONLY IT WOULD COUNT

6/19/2015 3:27 PM

37 It just might take care of the lack of parking spaces and ease a little of the traffic on Atlantic & Pacific Avenues
during the tourist season. Depending on the ridership it might be usefull to operate it a week or two past the
tourist season to survey just how many residents would use it as traditionally we have a month or longer of very
good beach weather after the traditional tourist have gone for the season. Just my two cents...

6/19/2015 2:28 PM

38 Trolley service would provide great transportation for senior citizens who reside in condos along Shore Drive. 6/19/2015 12:03 PM

39 THIS LOOKS LIKE A VERY OBVIOUS ATTEMPT TO GENERATE BUSINESS FOR THE SHORE DRIVE AREA,
MAKING PLACES THAT ARE ALREADY CROWDED EVEN MORE SO. NOT A GOOD IDEA FOR SHORE
DRIVE RESIDENTS, BUT A HOPE FOR MERCHANTS.

6/19/2015 9:06 AM

40 Shore Drive residents pay HUGE TAXES to the CITY ,let's get a little support for our businesses and ability to
use the ocean front since we do share the same zip code and police prescient

6/19/2015 7:38 AM

41 N/A 6/19/2015 7:32 AM

42 Although it may be asking too much it would be great to have opportunity to park your bike at these stops (or at
least some stops). So possible bike-racks.

6/19/2015 6:52 AM

43 During the spring and summer our hotel employees about 25-30 J1 students who live at the beach and ride the
bus or must be picked up from Atlantic Avenue 7 days a week. This requires these young foreign students to
figure out bus routes and change buses 2 to 3 times before getting to work. The trolley running from Atlantic
Avenue down Shore Drive would not only save these young students a lot of confusion but also very long bus
rides. In addition our guest would be able to take the Trolley from Shore Drive to Atlantic Avenue at their
convenience. Having this trolley route would be extremely beneficial to Shore Drive as well as the Ocean Front!

6/18/2015 6:31 PM

44 it would allow younger residents to work at oceanfront businesses it would allow access to beaches along the
bay front also it would allow campers at State Park to visit other areas of our city maybe it would eventually go to
airport and allow tourists to fly here and get to the oceanfront

6/18/2015 5:06 PM

45 The area along Shore Drive is already crowded in the summer months. The oceanfront should be more than
adequate for tourists. Most folks here do not go to the oceanfront in the summer, because of crowded conditions
and the belief that restaurant offerings are not as good. So there is no need for us to have a bus to go there.
Furthermore, I would have to drive to a bus stop, and I don't believe there is enough parking for that.

6/18/2015 5:05 PM

46 -There should be place to transport bikes with you, I would utilize that along with many others -Provide a
reasonably priced weekly or monthly pass -Ensure any pass purchased is also good for other trolleys at
oceanfront -This is a great idea for expansion of this service that will benefit many people.

6/18/2015 4:18 PM

47 It would be useful to eliminate parking hassles at the oceanfront and would make a visit to the oceanfront much
more enjoyable. Tourists would be more inclined to visit bayfront beaches and attractions. Overall, I believe it
would help our area.

6/18/2015 3:41 PM

48 a total waste of tax pAyer dollars 6/18/2015 3:35 PM

49 Wonderful idea. As Ocean Front Resort residents we are happy to share our visitors. 6/18/2015 1:59 PM

50 The two main uses we would use it for would be to access the North End where we go to the Ocean every
Sunday, because we won't have to worry about parking. We would also use it to play in the weekday volleyball
league that operates out of 9th St, if the trolley went that far. Also, with the Lesner Bridge project ultimately
closing access to pedestrian traffic during construction, it will allow access from one side of the bridge to the other
for those don't have or don't want to use a car.

6/18/2015 1:52 PM

51 Question 9 should have another selection in addition to the 4 listed. The fifth selection should be "Other". The
service should run through the end of the Neptune Festival.

6/18/2015 1:27 PM

52 Some of my opinions will change as details are worked out. 6/18/2015 1:02 PM

53 Great idea! Will use it with my kids as long as there is a spot for strollers. Can't wait! 6/18/2015 12:50 PM

54 Think it would be great for the elderly at Westminister Canterbury to get out more. 6/18/2015 12:49 PM
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55 This is a long time coming and welcome the consideration of this service to our area 6/18/2015 12:40 PM

56 The Shore Drive area is NOT equipped to handle the influx of Oceanfront tourists. The bus service SHOULD
NOT be implemented unless extensive changes are made to the Shore Drive area first.

6/18/2015 12:13 PM

57 Replaces the old Greyhound I use to catch to the oceanfront in the forties! 6/18/2015 12:11 PM

58 It will be perfect for shore drive and northern bayside residents to attend large events,and to go fishing or boating
at the boating fàcility at the lesner bridge.the drinking and driving makes a good point because you can take a
regular bus from pleasure house to several stops on independence blvd.the proposed light rail is to far for people
in this area to travel.

6/18/2015 11:43 AM

59 I think this is a great idea! Oceanfront parking always keeps us from going down there and I think it will bring
tourists who didn't know about Shore Drive before!

6/18/2015 11:35 AM

60 Against bus service. 6/18/2015 11:34 AM

61 I would love it 6/18/2015 11:26 AM

62 The Shore Drive area needs to be recognized by The City of VB as a viable shopping and dining district! I would
use it often to dine out more and not drive after a glass or two of wine and I do believe many others will too!!!

6/18/2015 11:10 AM

63 Have a Farmers Market at the beach therefore no need to travel to Shore Drive Market. I don't see that many
tourists using buses to travel to Marlin Bay end of Shore Drive.

6/18/2015 11:00 AM

64 I currently don't go to the beach area after Memorial Day until after Labor Day. Parking is a disaster. I'd like to
attend some of the evening events but don't do it now because of the hassle of trying to find a place to park. I
know you are not planning on extending the hours...but maybe if it is a success this is something you might
consider. Thanks....

6/18/2015 10:55 AM

65 Great idea, lived in an area of Colorado The Vail Valley that had this with more routes during peak times and was
used extensively, very successful and greatly needed. Theirs is free.

6/18/2015 10:39 AM

66 Our BEACHES are ALL Public- Trolly will free up HEAVY traffic on Shore and Atlantic Avenue. . The RIDE will be
a NICE Ride with a BEAUTIFUL VIEW!!!

6/18/2015 10:33 AM

67 I am a long time resident of Thoroughgood and would like to access the Boardwalk, but parking makes it
impossible. I do think the pickup point on Shore Dr. should be a place where parking is available. There is very
little public parking on Shore Dr. The rec ctr on lst Colonial would be a good choice or Kroger Store on Shore Dr.,
if they would allow it.

6/18/2015 9:40 AM

68 won't it be great to have fewer cars on the highway? 6/18/2015 9:34 AM

69 This is a great idea. We would visit the oceanfront more and enjoy the events there without the hassle. Also very
good idea to prevent drunk driving. Best idea to come from the city in ages!

6/18/2015 9:33 AM

70 A transportation route between Shore Drive and the Ocean Front would economically benefit both plus it would
enrich the social life of many. Events would have more attendance because some don't go because of the
parking issue. Also it WOULD help to reduce drunk driving.

6/18/2015 9:30 AM

71 I have wanted this for years. 6/18/2015 9:29 AM

72 Shore drive is a local's area and is not meant for tourism. 6/18/2015 9:27 AM

73 The bay area of Shore DR is already crowded with locals. We don't need to add tourists to the crowds. I think
locals fully support the good restaurants in this part of Shore DR.

6/18/2015 9:23 AM

74 I feel it will bring more crime to our area. Something we don't want or need. 6/18/2015 9:18 AM

75 I think that this has been a long waited service that should have already been put in place years ago. 6/18/2015 9:08 AM

76 I had a hard time choosing an answer for #9. I would like to see bus service throughout the year, but feel that trip
frequency should be reduced from the number during peak summer season.

6/18/2015 9:07 AM

77 I believe families and residents of Westminster Canterbury would utilize this proposed bus service both along
Shore Drive (businesses) and to reach the oceanfront. I would use this service when my children and
grandchildren visit and we want to go to the oceanfront for an evening but don't care for the parking hassle.
Public transportation provides a necessary service as well as provides pleasurable family opportunities to travel
safely together.

6/18/2015 8:56 AM

78 Just have the shuttle go up there now . Whats the problem. 6/18/2015 8:47 AM
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79 The only reason i don't go to the oceanfront is because it is impossible to find a place to park. I would visit the
oceanfront restaurants more often if it was more convenient.

6/18/2015 8:41 AM

80 Will result in a need for life guards and police when this is implemented.... 6/18/2015 8:40 AM

81 This is the type of service that can reasonably benefit the public instead of of the boondoggle of light rail from
Norfolk to the so called Town Center. If we were to build the light rail all the way to the ocean front and merge it
with the trolly system we would actually have a system that would be useful to the citizens of Virginia a Beach
and Norfolk.

6/18/2015 8:31 AM

82 Would be nice to have a bus stop in Cape Story by the Sea that goes to the Oceanfront. 6/18/2015 8:22 AM

83 This service should not be offered to only Shore Drive residents. Other residential areas would benefit from this
service due to lack of parking available at Oceanfront. Once again the beach is favoring the tourists and not all
residents. To increase the bus rides will require more maintenance of buses and costs will be passed to all
residents

6/18/2015 8:00 AM

84 I am against the service. Do not want any reason to invite more beach goers to our beaches in our neighborhood.
Which although have public access are privately owned in many instances.

6/18/2015 6:54 AM

85 Why are we wasting money on this? City employees & teachers are experiencing low morale and low pay. I know
of a single teacher mom on food stamps. Shame on you, VA Beach, for continually throwing our money away!!

6/18/2015 5:38 AM

86 This survey is a joke; most questions aRe written so you have to agree that this is a good idea, which it is NOT.
This area does not need the corporate greed that will come with the next step. Business owners should go to the
oceanfront if they want that kind of foot traffic, but they can't because that's who can survive at the oceanfront,
Chics Beach doesn't need that.

6/18/2015 5:27 AM

87 If this route existed, I might use it once a season (this was not an allowable option in the text box). I support
increased transit service in Virginia Beach, but I don't know what the benefits of this route would be that would
justify the cost. Does the Wave route to Hilltop have a big benefit to businesses there? Also, 1 hour headways
are not sufficient on any routes.

6/17/2015 11:11 PM

88 I would only support it if it is not too expensive ourvtaxesxare high enough 6/17/2015 10:46 PM

89 Hello there. I have lived in the Chick's Beach area for over twenty years and I love the fact that this is a locals
area. I very much enjoy being able to go to a locals beach without it being over crowded from tourists and their
traffic. It is a neighborhood environment and I like it that way. If I want to go down to the oceanfront I will drive
down there. There is already transit here why bring a trolley system. As far as using the trolley for intoxicated
people...that is just inviting trouble. If you drink then be responsible and plan ahead...ex: taxi service or a
designated driver. I don't think it should be advertised for that purpose. The oceanfront is specifically designed
for tourists and the Shore Drive area is designed as a neighborhood environment and I do not want to see that
changed. I believe that if the option was put into place for tourists to take a trolley here they would be
disappointed because the Shore Drive area does not provide what the oceanfront can. We already have a
problem with drunk people on Shore drive so lets not invite drunk tourists to add to the problem. Do not get me
wrong I enjoy the Shore Drive nightlife as do many of my neighbors but I enjoy it because its locals. Please keep
our area for locals...I would hate to see it slowly turn into the oceanfront. Thank you.

6/17/2015 9:55 PM

90 The service should coincide with ***significant*** disincentives to parking on W Great Neck / Ocean Shore
(perhaps metered parking). Any plan that does not go all the way to Taste Unlimited / First Court road is
shortsighted -- that is a popular spot and also near a recreation center. Laskin Gateway is a reasonable endpoint
provided people can transfer who wish to travel further. Slightly further down the boardwalk (Tautogs/Peabodys)
could also be considered during popular evening hours. Lighting should also be improved on shore drive at bus
stop locations, to help deter crime/homeless.

6/17/2015 9:33 PM

91 Please, as a long term Chic 's Beach resident, keep our area seperate from the Oceanfront. This has and is a
private hidden local hidden gem and we want to keep it that way. There is no room for 10's and thousand's of
people from all over trashing our private community. Chic's Beach is a small neighborhood community and the
Oceanfront is a resort strip. We want to keep it that way.

6/17/2015 9:29 PM

92 I strongly oppose this idea 6/17/2015 9:10 PM

93 Pleasure Point is the transfer point for HRT buses... why not go there? 6/17/2015 9:04 PM
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94 As an eighteen year owner of a condo on Shore Drive, this is the most reprehensible idea I've heard yet!! It's
astonishing that you are using your clout to promote this idea, for the sake of a few extra $$? I know the area very
well, I live here, I work here, and the greatest thing about living on Shore Drive is being able to enjoy a beach
away from the tourists!! Please promote the Oceanfront for what it is, expand it, build on it, make it great for the
tourists and the rest of us taxpaying citizens when we feel like heading down there! Shore Drive is for the local's,
let us keep as such!!

6/17/2015 7:59 PM

95 I don't want it so many of the questions above, phrased as they are, are not relevant. Those of us RESIDING full
time on the Bay/Shore Drive like things just as they are. Let Bruce Thompson and the Mayor have the Oceanfront
the way they want it, but leave us alone.

6/17/2015 7:53 PM

96 It will be safer for teenagers to ride and reduce congestion at the beach as well as adults that may be drinking
and going to dinner. The cost should be covered, however, by the fares, not all taxpayers. $2.00 seems really
low.

6/17/2015 7:09 PM

97 This is way past do can save lives by keeping drivers off of dangerous Shore Drive. One life saved is worth the
investment. We would use it all the time.

6/17/2015 7:07 PM

98 Just not a wise move. We thankfully are not the metropolitan area many on council believe us to be. Much of the
charm of virginia beach is we do not have many of the things bigger cities do i.e. high crime, subsidized light rail,
too many visitors so that it changes the flavor of our great city. Just forget light rail....ain't working in Norfolk will
not here. Where are those trolleys? We cannot even operate the trolleys effectively.

6/17/2015 6:25 PM

99 There are other transit options where Virginia Beach could get more bang for the buck than this half-baked idea. 6/17/2015 6:05 PM

100 There are NO public restrooms at the Shore Drive or North End beaches - visitors will end up using
neighborhood yards; crime will increase; ROAD SIDE GARBAGE will increase. The Shore Drive beaches are
already crowded and there are no LIFE GUARDS on these beaches. 2AM is TOO LATE.....6pm should be the
last run. Due to the bridge construction this is the wrong time to do this west of Great Neck Road.

6/17/2015 5:21 PM

101 I do not want Shore Drive beaches (&restaurants) to have the density & undesirable behavior found at the
oceanfront. That's why the majority of locals don't go to the oceanfront in the summer. Can't we have a relatively
small area of beaches that is primarily for the use of residents who pay taxes all year.

6/17/2015 4:56 PM

102 Most tourists drive to VAB, so think they would be willing to drive to shore drive area unless drinking could be
involved. Shore drive folks may use it to go to oceanfront and avoid hassle. Give it a try for one season and see
what happen!

6/17/2015 3:52 PM

103 The existing trolleys should make longer trips, not more trolleys. 6/17/2015 11:29 AM

104 NOTHING should be discussed or put into place until the Lesner bridge construction is done! Traffic is bad
enough without adding trolleys into the mix. What about crime rate increase needing more patrolling? It's pretty
common knowledge that the beaches toward Chics Beach are used by the "more unruly crowd already. Adding
tourists will increase this problem. What about putting lifeguards on the bay beaches if tourists wander this way?
Are the bay beaches going to be maintained on the same level by the city as the oceanfront ones are? Have all
these extras which will cost taxpayers more money been considered? I personally like the separation from the
oceanfront.

6/17/2015 10:47 AM

105 great convience for elderly residents 6/17/2015 9:47 AM

106 There are not enough attractions in the Shore Drive area to warrant such an expense. Waste of taxpayer money. 6/17/2015 8:54 AM

107 there are no public restroom or other things like showers for vacationers. This will bring more crime and more
homelessness here please don't do this!!

6/16/2015 10:27 PM

108 Good idea 6/16/2015 7:56 PM

109 It seems to me that the ocean front is for visitors and there are sufficient restaurants for them to have choices.
Shore Drive is basically a residential area with services available. Shore Drive residents could use the bus
service to attend performances at the ocean front. Thank you for doing this survey and the work you do for your
neighborhood.

6/16/2015 4:50 PM

110 there should be pull off stops on shore dr or else it will cause traffic delays particularly when people load & unload
bikes would be great for teen non-drivers. 14 - 15 yr olds stop at First Landing State park would be great

6/16/2015 4:01 PM

111 I am not in favor of this idea at all. It will increase crime on Shore Drive and depreciate the local haven we seek
AWAY from the tourists. The city should spend some $$ on beautifying Shore Drive with landscaping, bike paths
and sidewalks. This would enhance the road and make it more inviting for law abiding paying customers who
drive through and live on or near Shore Drive.

6/16/2015 3:12 PM
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112 dont use it to promote use of beaches because the area does not have the infrastructure to support it. Good for
businesses on Shore Drive but community is now overrun when events such as Floatila happen. There are issues
with parking, trash, urinating in public, and vandalism of cars and property. Beaches are overcrowded on
holidays now. Glad option for drunks on shore drive could be provided. No way will the farmers market attract
ridership...that is so new and only one day. Please respect the residents of the shore drive area. Big question:
can you support the businesses without impacting the residents?

6/16/2015 10:52 AM

113 Lots of military at Little Creek could benefit from something like this which in turn could benefit the business in
both areas (Shore Drive and Oceanfront). They are given per diem but no car allowance so this would be
extremely beneficial to the one car military households who could potentially become oceanfront consumers.
Lastly, it would lead to a significant decrease in drinking and driving in the area, which is a major concern for
most of Shore Drive.

6/16/2015 10:43 AM

114 Parking hassles at the oceanfront have ruined people's ability to attend oceanfront activities -- boardwalk art fair,
surf competition, sand sculpture -- as well as ability to swim at those beaches. Extension of the trolley line would
be wonderful.

6/16/2015 9:55 AM

115 the bus needs to be able to fund its own operation and maybe even turn a profit for viability 6/16/2015 9:46 AM

116 The trolley system to Shore Drive would benefit our guests as well as our local community businesses and
residents!

6/16/2015 8:49 AM

117 The oceanfront is geared towards the needs of visitors. To see porta potties strung along the beach at the Bay, is
not improving the area.

6/16/2015 7:12 AM

118 It is the best idea since sliced bread!!! 6/16/2015 6:38 AM

119 While this is a great idea I think running the route until 2am would not be feasible. 6/16/2015 6:29 AM

120 it will slow traffic 6/16/2015 6:15 AM

121 We have given up going to the Boardwalk area due to the problems with parking and the expense of the parking
rate.(we no longer suggest to our visitors that they might want to go to the Boardwalk,we don't want to hear about
their problems trying to find parking) We as well as our neighbors would love to hop on a bus directly to the
wonderful events on the Boardwalk and would certainly utilize it. Wow, can't believe someone came up with
something the tax payers can actually use.

6/15/2015 11:12 PM

122 No, no, no 6/15/2015 10:57 PM

123 I am an old lady and physically unable to benefit from the service now. However I have lived here for 35+ years. I
would have loved to have had this available when I was able to go to things like go to the Neptune and music
festivals. I can see the younger folks in my neighborhood using it to get to the various businesses along Shore
Drive as well as to the ocean front. They walk by my house in droves on Fridaynights to go to Froggies. People
used to walk over the Lesner Bridge to go to the Duck Inn. I think this is a step in the right direction. It would also
be a big benefit to people who can walk from Shore Drive to the Rec Center on First Court. It could also make
Shore Drive more attractive to new businesses. Wouldn't it be nice to have a cinema cafe. We have had so many
failed businesses because of the limited access.

6/15/2015 10:46 PM

124 The military families in military family housing near JEBLC (Little Creek Base) would benefit greatly from it, as
would Shore Drive businesses.

6/15/2015 9:50 PM

125 We are concerned with the increased number of people on our beaches. Some weekends they are already overly
crowded as they are smaller than Oceanfront beaches. Also, we're neighborhoods not the boardwalk. Our
intention for living here was not to invite crowds. We don't live at the Oceanfront for a reason. And...we wait at
most dinner spots at weekends as it is now. Just not sure our area is structured for an influx of people. I vote no!

6/15/2015 9:04 PM

126 This service is not required or needed. The on ones wishing for this action is the business' on shore drive. There
is no need for this bus service. Residents in Ocean Park and most other areas do not visit the oceanfront during
tourist season.

6/15/2015 8:53 PM

127 The bay beaches are crowded enough as is. No need to bring in more people. 6/15/2015 8:36 PM

128 I would visit the oceanfront more 6/15/2015 8:32 PM

129 I love this idea! 6/15/2015 8:27 PM

130 Bad idea. Leave Shore Drive for the locals. Crime is already up and the police do nothing. We have rats now
because of the increased parking our neighborhood, and can't see to pull out. This is something the restaurant
owners are pushing, but if they want the seasonal business, let them open at the oceanfront.

6/15/2015 8:23 PM
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131 I rarely drive to restaurants at the Oceanfront and even Shore Drive on the east side of the Lesner Bridge for fear
of driving at night after a drink or two. Police are too aggressive in targeting people for driving (while intoxicated
or not) along the entire corridor of this proposed new bus line. It may increase tourist business on Shore Drive
and that could be looked at as a positive or negative impact, depending on the individual's opinion who lives near
the bay.

6/15/2015 7:32 PM

132 A bus from Shore Drive to the Oceanfront for sand soccer, and many of the summer time music venue's would be
nice

6/15/2015 5:50 PM

133 Runs too late at night 6/15/2015 5:48 PM

134 Such service would seriously impede shore drive traffic. Horrible idea! This would increase danger to bike, ped,
and vehicle traffic!

6/15/2015 5:29 PM

135 No brainer. This would be a great use of public transportation. Local Shore Drive residents would like to visit
Ocean Front but do not want to look for parking that is seldome near the restaurant they wish to go to. Will also
increase success of Shore Drive businesses.

6/15/2015 5:22 PM

136 It would be more helpful if the bus would accommodate beach cruisers and surf boards. 6/15/2015 4:53 PM

137 Bikes allowed on board? 6/15/2015 4:37 PM

138 Can we please get the 'media' and all other ignorant souls to STOP referring to the Shore Drive area (all the east
side of the Lesner Bridge, and the west side, Ocean Park, Baylake) as Chic's Beach!

6/15/2015 3:56 PM

139 Seems to me that the main plus would be to allow tourists easy access to the restaurants on the Shore Drive
corridor and well as first landing state park and PHP. For the late night party crowd, it would allow transportation
to and from the ocean front without having to drive. Not sure the shops on the shore drive corridor would be
enough of a draw for tourists, but it is worth a try - who knows.It a might also open up new tourist oriented
ventures such as kayaking and paddle boarding out of crab creek where the water is not as rough as the ocean
front.

6/15/2015 3:56 PM

140 I think this service is a great idea. I hope it works. 6/15/2015 3:14 PM

141 Question 5. Parking is available at Bayside Shopping Center. Park at other Shore Drive locations might be
limited.

6/15/2015 2:57 PM

142 I think April 1 through October 31 is an optimum season for operation. The frequency could be adjusted for April
and October. I would ride it on nice days in March,

6/15/2015 2:55 PM

143 If this isn't tried, we will never know how useful it might be. It can always be terminated if it is not successful after
a fair trial period. It will be a benefit to First Landing State Park and to the Brock Environmental Center. It could
reduce impaired driving on Shore Drive. I have not seen the homeless using the HRT system to move between
Norfolk and VB as it is. Those who make that claim have probably never used HRT public transportation.

6/15/2015 2:54 PM

144 If cost is reduced for shorter trips, some may use it only on Shore Drive. 6/15/2015 2:54 PM

145 We always go to all the boardwalk shows every year and always HURRY through it to get back to our car before
meter runs out. And shopping near Laskin Road corridor would be much easier.

6/15/2015 2:33 PM

146 No new tax increases. 6/15/2015 2:30 PM

147 The biggest benefit of the bus would be stops at the Trail Center in First Landing State Park and the Brock Center
in Pleasure House Point. Visitors could see these beautiful spots and get off the bus to enjoy a hike on one of the
trails, or drive there later to explore.

6/15/2015 2:28 PM

148 Not supportive of this idea 6/15/2015 2:18 PM

149 Please leave our Neighborhood alone and do not do this.....all it means is more strangers who will not respect our
property and beach. Dumping tourists off in front of my doorstep is not my idea of quiet enjoyment. It's not why
we live here. Please leave us out of your "growth "plans.

6/15/2015 2:14 PM

150 I would like to see it developed on a trial basis, to determine impact on pedestrian traffic along Shore Drive.
There's a lack of adequate sidewalks from East Stratford to Pleasure House RD now, so I wouldn't want to see
more pedestrians dropped off along that route.

6/15/2015 1:12 PM

151 I think anything that will give access to SD and Oceanfront without the parking hassles is better than what we
have now, nothing. As for the cost per passenger, since when did that enter the equation for beach officials,
mayor or City Council. Anything that promotes jobs helps pay the bills, the rent and the mortgage. I think this bus
route could work very well for summer events. Let's see.

6/15/2015 12:38 PM
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152 Tourists would use cars if it only runs until 2 will not prevent drunk driving g Don't need tourists at our bay
beaches,,

6/15/2015 12:29 PM

153 The trolley from the oceanfront to Chick's beach area is an awful idea. I chose the Ocean Park area to live so I
could live close to the beach without the craziness of dealing with tourists. As it is, the beaches off of Shore Drive
are so crowded that it is hard to enjoy them during the summer. As someone born and raised in Virginia Beach
(namely the Chicks Beach area), I will not go to the "Oceanfront" area during the summer because of the chaos
and commercialism. I do not want to see that same commercialism happen to the Shore Drive.

6/15/2015 12:18 PM

154 It would be grate. 6/15/2015 12:11 PM

155 It would be another great asset to the Shore Drive community! 6/15/2015 12:07 PM

156 Sounds like a great idea. Public transportation is needed throughout the area. 6/15/2015 12:05 PM

157 we live in Ocean Park to avoid the crowds and commercialism of the oceanfront. Do not want all that in our
neighborhood.

6/15/2015 11:39 AM

158 I recommend the debate or discussion not be limited to benefits to our Shore Dr area but to mobility throughout
VB. We would be happy to avoid high parking prices by using such service and visitors have asked me often why
it's hard to get transport other than cabs or Uber to the Ches Bay beaches.

6/15/2015 11:28 AM

159 Well just hire more people per city to take care of our north end beaches and maybe put up private entrances for
locals only

6/15/2015 11:27 AM

160 Anything that can help cut back on the use of personal vehicles and promote public transportation is a great
thing.

6/15/2015 11:14 AM

161 It would be especially nice if a bicycle rack could be positioned by one of the Shore Drive stops. 6/15/2015 11:03 AM

162 I don't want tourists coming to our Bay beaches! That's why I bought a condo here! I already have to pick up all
the trash dumped by the folks that park along Ocean Shore Dr and go to the beach. But I do want the
bars/restaurants to benefit from increase in revenue. Hopefully more folks use the buses/trolley at night vs. day.

6/15/2015 10:49 AM
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